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Joizic 488

Joizic 488 is an NPC controlled by Hyralt who appears in the development of The Kamouraska System.

Joizic 488

Species & Gender Synthetic (human clone) Female
Organization: New Dusk Conclave
Occupation: Captain

Rank: Captain
Current Placement: Adelaide, Kamouraska II, kamouraska
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Character Description

Joizic is tall, standing at 6'2“. She is also very heavily built, weighing in at 230 pounds of almost pure
muscle. She has dark skin, dark brown eyes, and curly brown hair. She smells vaguely of cinnamon.

Joizic is single-minded in her ambitions. She desires above all else to command fleets of ships into
glorious battle. Even in her downtime, her ambition drives her to study and practice to improve herself in
whatever way she feels she is weakest.

History & Relationships

Joizic, or simply “Joi” to those who know her well, is a member of the 488 cohort. She excelled at close-
quarters combat and tests of physical strength and endurance. Rather than settling for being an
exceptional member of the infantry, she saw that the efforts of a single soldier paled in comparison to
the contribution of a single pilot. With that in mind, she pushed herself to be a cadet in the NDC navy.
Though she wasn't the most naturally gifted, she always pushed herself to the top and distinguished
herself time after time while battling pirates and mercenaries.

By YE 43 she achieved the rank of Captain immediately following the Battle Of Glimmergold. However,
the unpopularity of Glimmergold led to a slowdown in opportunities to prove herself in battle. Frustrated,
she jumped at the opportunity to command an exploratory mission to The Kamouraska System. She
realized that if she could position herself as the natural candidate for the position of Duke of the sector,
she could take command of the sector's defence fleets.

When kamouraska_ii proved to be very well-suited for habitation, she manoeuvred herself as the
ultimately successful candidate to lead the colonization effort. From the moment she landed, she began
plotting to establish further colonies elsewhere in the system. Towards this end, she almost immediately
split up the colonists into three groups: one called Bastienne to stay behind on kamouraska_ii, one called
Adelaide to establish a mining colony on kamouraska_i, and the last one called Cyrille to establish a
mining operation on kamouraska_iv, the short-period comet. She predicted that the abundant resources
would support the new initiatives to build up the NDC fleet after their losses at Glimmergold, and that her
control over the entire sector would make her the natural choice for the title of duchess of the
Kamouraska system.

What she didn't count on was the surprising ambition and good luck of her fellow 488 cohort member,
Rioc 488, whom she had always regarded as distastefully underperforming.

OOC Notes

This NPC was created by Hyralt on 2021/04/18 18:14.

Art credit to artbreeder: https://www.artbreeder.com/i?k=5acc9511cc6bf4d91caee0d3bf61
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